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Description
Lur’e type systems are linear systems affected by non-linear feed-
back. These are typical of many applications, among other
robotic systems interacting with stiff environments or in drilling
systems. In this project we want to investigate the possibilities
of reducing the communication load on the feedback channels
employed to control such Lure type systems.

The main driving application is drilling in the earth’s crust for the
harvesting of for example geo-thermal energy. In such systems
sensor data from sensing systems at the drilling rig are easy to
obtain and available at a high sampling/data rate. However, the
performance of controllers based on such sensing data is often
limited, such that violent vibrations can still occur. Using sub-
surface sensing equipment can help to improve performance; how-
ever, these can typically only be obtained at a low sampling/data
rate and hence not used for control purposes.

This project aims at designing controllers for Lur’e type systems
under the communication constraints in effect, and study the per-
formance trade-offs arising in such schemes.

Objectives

1.Study different approaches to control Lur’e type systems;

2.Analyze the trade-offs between performance and data-rate of
the communication-constrained q-feedback (see figure);

3.Propose alternative ”aperiodic” schemes for the q-feedback.

Opportunities

1.To perform cutting-edge research on control systems;

2.To expand your knowledge into hot topics on the research of
cyber-physical systems and engineering applications;

3.Great potential for publication in high-impact confer-
ences/journals;

Requirements

1.Strong analytical skills;

2.Non-linear and Hybrid systems knowledge;

3. Interest on theoretical research;

4.Experienced user of Matlab/Simulink.

Contact details
If you are interested please contact Dr. Mazo (M.Mazo@tudelft.nl) or Prof. Nathan van der Wouw (N.vandewouw@tudelft.nl)
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